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Officer’s Corner
A show of all shows - NY2016 came and went - our Society had a stand there as well as meeting
facility in the morning of 30th May, after which many members as old friends had a rare opportunity
to gather together and chat over lunch together. Unfortunately yours truly missed the meeting.
Nevertheless it is a great show, not least with Rainer showing his fantastic Tibet collection which
included proofs as well as early bisect cover that he reported in an earlier issue of Post Himal. We
are working with Asian Philatelist the Chinese language journal of RPSL on a series of articles on
Tibet, to be published in August 2016. Contributors include Steve Chazen, Leo Martyn and Danny
Wong as well as translations of some classics. Some of these articles may appear in future editions of
Post Himal. This project is aimed at spreading our collecting interest to a wider and different
audience.

Editor’s Ramblings
Two great shows have come and gone:
WESTPEX 2016 and NY 2016. It was reported
that NY 2016 was the largest International Show
to date. The number of exhibits was huge and
there numerous Society Booths and plenty of
dealers to relieve you of any excess cash that
you might have happened to have with you. I
was able to add some Indian Postal System TOO
LATE covers to my collection and was also able
to fill in a number of spaces in my Portuguese
and Portuguese Colonies collection.
And then there was everything else that NY is
noted for: high prices and terrible traffic. I
shared a room with two others at the Show hotel

the Marriott Marquis at Times Square. As the
walk was rather long we took a taxi both to and
from the Show.
Next International in the USA will be
BOSTON 2026. Boston is a somewhat easier
city to get around in than NY and it isn’t so
frantic - time to start making your plans to
attend. They have a web site already and you
might want to check it occasionally.
The next Postal Himal will contain reports of
both our WESTPEX and NY meetings along
with a list of our members who were awarded
medals at NY.

UPCOMING:
WESTPEX 2017 Apr il 28 - 30, 2017 at the San Francisco Airport Marriott Bayshore Hotel
CONGRATULATIONS
Sandeep Jaiswal was awar ded the United Postal Stationer y Society Single Fr ame Champion of
Champions plus Single Frame Grand Award plus Gold plus the India Study Circle Award for his
exhibit “Indian Postal Stationery for China Expeditionary Force” at WESTPEX
Frank E. Vignola was awar ded Ver meil plus the Nepal and Tibet Philatelic Study Cir cle Awar d
for his exhibit “Nepal: The Two Paisa Horse Type Design Postal Cards, 1887 - 1937” at WESTPEX
Sandeep Jaiswal was awar ded Lar ge Ver meil (87) for his exhibit “Br itish India—Queen Victoria
Postal Stationery at SINGAPORE 2015
Alfonso Zulueta was awar ded Gold (90) for his exhibit “Afghanistan: Amanullah Per iod, 19201929” at SINGAPORE 2015
Johannes Bornmann was awar ded Lar ge Gold (91) and a Special Pr ize for his exhibit “Nepal
Classic Postal Stationery (1881-1959) at the Germany/Great Britain Bilateral Exhibition GOTHA
2015
Rainer Fuchs was awar ded Lar ge Gold (90) for his exhibit “Tibet 1912-1960” at the Germany/
Great Britain Bilateral Exhibition GOTHA 2015
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Lost Tibetan treasure found again!
The unknown "missing link" Chomorack has turned up at an auction recently.
by Bo Olsson
Some years ago Wolfgang C. Hellrigl wrote an article in The China Clipper named ‘Three Early
Tibetan Cancellations Re-discovered’. This was about some of the very rare early postmarks from the
eastern post route in Tibet.
It all started in 1922 when a brief article in Sweizer Briefmarken-Zeitung dealt with Tibetan
postmarks. Written by a F. Reinhard, Dechen and Gyamda were illustrated and Medagongkur later
thanks to Hellrigl locating them in the market. Two postmarks however never turned up, Chomorack
and Shetang. Now, after so many years, a CTO cover with a Chomorack postmark has turned up.
Apparently one of Reinhard´s original covers and bearing the only known early postmark from
Chomorack. And what a surprise, it should have been a so-called flower ornament postmark, but it
wasn´t. It was of the same type as the Oga Dzong postmark, a so-called ornamental postmark. If
Chomorack has survived, Shetang may still turn up. Chomorack is the ultimate eastern post office of
the eastern mail route. The odd type of postmark against the others on the line may well tell us the post
office in Chomorack was added later than the others.
I do not think the seller, auction company Christoph Gartner or The Royal Philatelic Society had the
slightest idea about what a treasure should be auctioned. The text in the auction catalogue gave not a
clue to the rarity of this item: 1912-50, philatelic cover bearing 1/6 T. green, 1/3 T. blue, 1/2 T. violet,
2/3 T. carmine and 1 T. vermilion, all dull ink and imperf, clear cancellations, flaw at right, fine and
attractive, certificate RPS 2013 (M). The most important thing for the RPS was to tell us the stamps
"is genuine". And it is a philatelic cover (sic!).
I think with the right matching this item could have received double against what it got now. Now it
sold at 3.800 euros. In my opinion a much too low sum.

Above: The cover
Left: A clear image of the postmark
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Excursion Within the Thibetan Marches
by Edmond Weissberg
.

This is just a fun title to paraphrase the title of the translation of André Migot's book in English 1.
More seriously, I submit an Imperial Chinese Post "1 cent" with the trilingual overprint: "ban fen
(½ fen) / Three pies / Skar Phyed (½ skar[ma]".
A very common stamp.
It was offered for sale with a somewhat rough description as: "Tibet item cancelled in RATANG".
RATANG, indeed? There are no towns in Thibet or China, named "Ratang"! Nevertheless, there is a
Thibetan connection: BATANG in the eastern province of Khams (the so-called and alleged province
of Si-Kang). Batang lies on the overland mail road from Thibet to China via Ta Tsien Lu. But the
"trilingual overprinted stamps" are, up to now, not known used from Batang.
So: a very uncommon stamp? Not so sure! Looking at the partial cancel on the lower part of the
stamp, one can easily reconstruct its first letter as a "B" instead of a "R". One can also discern
underneath a partial horizontal rectangular box, which should have had the date inside! Probably,
below that box, was the town's name in Chinese. We can reasonably assume that this Batang cancel
is a bilingual cancel type 11, as shown by Padget p.302. And reasonably as well, that it matches with
the Batang transit backstamp example shown by Fortune Wang p. 4873.
At the right side of the stamp there is an arc of circle, without any writing. And presuppose it to be
part of a Thibetan cancel. Careful examination reveals in fact two concentric circles, which ipso
facto excludes the possibility of a D
" ollar Chop"cancel. This is confirmed by a rough measurement of
the curvature degree of the outer circle: it obviously belongs to a smaller cancel. Besides, both outer
and inner circles appear to have the same thickness. So excluding Lhasa type C6 [Hellrigl p.23 4],
[Fortune Wang type C1, p.4713] the "arc of the circle" on the right side of the stamp only has the
possibility of being Fortune Wang type C2 [p.4713] i.e. Hellrigl [p.234] types C1, C2, C3, C4, or C5.
That is to say: Gyantse, Lhasa, Phari, Shigatse, or Yatung. Otherwise, the "trilingual surcharged"
stamps were issued in February 2011 only. So, as per Hellrigl [p. 234] this seems to exclude, as per
his recorded latest date of use, Gyantse, Lhasa, and Shigatse. However, as per Fortune Wang, all the
offices were closed only on November 29, 1911[p.4713]. So: many possibilities remain open.
To conclude: this is neither a common stamp nor an uncommon one. It was probably unglued from
an envelope, just to keep the stamp. This was certainly attached to an overland cover from Thibet to
China. Possibly, the dispatch cancel from Thibet was applied to a part of this stamp (on the right
side). And afterwards, the transit backstamp of Batang was applied partially on the lower part of this
stamp, instead of being struck only on the cover.
It may be that a young collector
unglued the stamp just to fill a space in his
album. Perhaps this is the
explanation of this slaughter?

(1) André Migot: "Caravanes vers Bouddha", translated by Peter Fleming, (Rupert Hart-Davis, London,1955),s:"Tibetan
Marches".
(2) Peter I. Padget: "The Postal Markings of China", China Philatelic Society of London, 1978.
(3) Fortune Wang: "Tibet and Postal History & Stamps - The Ancient and Early Postal History & Stamps of Tibet", ( Vol.
II of 3), Kaohsiung, Taiwan, 2008.
(4) Wolfgang C. Hellrigl: "The Postal Markings of Tibet", [Bozen, Italy, 1996, Geoffrey Flack, Vancouver, Canada,
1996].
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The Royal Philatelic Society London
41 Devonshire Place, London W1G 6JY
Tel: 020 7486 1044; Web: www.rpsl.org.uk; Email: adminmanager@rpsl.org.uk

PRESS RELEASE

Major Philatelic Library to be Available Online
The major philatelic library built up by the 26th Earl of Crawford is to be made available
online at www.globalphilateliclibrary.org from 30 May (subject to some copyright
constraints).
The Crawford Philatelic Library comprises over 1.3 million pages and represents around
95% of the world’s published philatelic knowledge at the time it was created.
This major digitisation programme will be launched on Monday, 30 May 2016 during
the World Stamp Show in New York. A presentation will be given in Room 1E07 of the
Javits Centre at 2pm by Frank Walton RDP FRPSL, President of The Royal Philatelic
Society London. All are welcome.
When the 26th Earl of Crawford died in 1913 he left his magnificent philatelic library to
the British nation. It has been carefully kept and conserved ever since by the British
Library in London, where it is available for researchers in the Reading Room.
Thanks to creative thinking and IT development by staff at the British Library and
volunteers from The Royal Philatelic Society London, a project to digitise every page of
every volume is now well advanced. The work has been aided by funding from the
British Library, the former British Philatelic Trust, the Philatelic Fund and The Royal
Philatelic Society London.
More details of this project were given by David Beech MBE FRPSL, in a supplement
published with the March edition of The London Philatelist, journal of The Royal
Philatelic Society London. The text can be downloaded from the Global Philatelic
Library website.
(5 May 2016)
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A New Postmark from Kathmandu
by Colin Hepper, FRPSL
A cover recently purchased, sent from the Headquarters of the British Gurkhas in Nepal to the UK
bears a previously unrecorded postmark, “Kathmandu BFPO 4”. The letter was posted on 18 April
2000.
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A Strange History, but True
By Bo C. Olsson
A strange thing recently happened on eBay. A sheet of the 1/6 tranka Tibet 1912 was put on auction
at a very low start price. A low start price often, but not always of course, indicates something is fishy
with the offered item. But perhaps there was no reason to worry because the item had been examined
by the prestigious Philatelic Foundation in New York. A glance at the Certificate and the attached
photo told me something was not as it should be and a quick look at the seller’s photo of the item at
once showed it was a forgery. Tibet has the world´s reputation for the most stamp forgeries, so we
shan´t blame the Foundation too much for this shortcoming. It is easy to make a mistake.
Anyhow, it is a newly done Certificate dated 07/28/15, so the seller must have paid for it having in
mind using it for a sale of the item. The price he got at eBay was not a good one. Lowest value sheets
are the scarcest of all value sheets of the 1912 set. Such sets usually sell at (much) higher prices.
What should we learn from this story? Always check what you want to buy, even if attached with a
Certificate or Opinion. And another side of the story, will the recent buyer later sell it again with his
Certificate as genuine?
A collector friend notified me that Philatelic Foundation had their certificates on the internet. I took a
look and saw a certificate for a single Tibet. The certificate said it was a forgery, but it was a genuine
stamp!
Another strange story. I bought a single Mongolia with the 1926 overprint from a British ”paper
catalogue” company. It had a certificate from Royal in London stating it was a forgery, type 3. I
bought it because it could be good for comparing purposes. It was not fake number 3, None of the other
nine types either. I compared it to a genuine copy. I hade bought a genuine stamp and my investment
now had risen to 500 pounds catalogue value! The stamps on the image ”From eBay” was recently
offered on eBay. The first stamp upper fold is the same forgery as the one from The Foundation. In fact
this type seems to be unusual. Few are seen.

From eBay
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Just An Ordinary Cover From India To Thibet?
by Edmond Weissberg
At first sight, it seems this cover is merely one of many instances of mail just being sent from British
India, to an addressee in Gyantse, Thibet, and picked up by him at the British Indian Post Office at
Gyantse. Nor was it forwarded through the Thibetan Postal System, (not a combination cover, no
Thibetan stamps), nor any trader's mark, (not a commercial cover).
It is rather crumpled and tatty, despite being reinforced with inside cloth lining. Perhaps crumpled as
a paper pellet and skillfully dropped into a Thibetan paper bin? But fortunately finally saved! The
reverse shows traces of four missing (removed or fallen?) wax seals. So, just a registered cover, franked
with 3 Annas King George V, seemingly for the second weight scale and with a clear delivery marking
"Gyantse . Tibet/ Siliguri . Base / 11 MY 14" [Hellrigl type B4] on the back.
However, nobody will overlook the fact that the names of sender and addressee have both a Thibetan
rendering, nor that there is some writing in the Thibetan language on this cover. Correspondence
between Thibetan pen pals ? Certainly not!
Let's first have a look at the datestamp: SIMLA - 2 MY 1914 Doesn't it suddenly click? Try to
remember your lectures on Thibetan modern history !
Then, try to read and translate the Thibetan cursive handwritten text. (I must admit it is rather hard and
difficult to decipher it!) "TO GYANTSE ..... TO BE DELIVERED TO ..... KHYUNG RAM ... FROM
THAI'JI KHRI SMON..... ON MONTH 3 DAY 7 AUSPICIOUSLY SENT". This satisfactorily
corresponds with the superscription in English, and precisely matches up the dispatch datestamp: 02
MAY 1914. 1914/1915 was the "Wood - Tiger" year, and the 7th day of the 3rd month of that year was
exactly May 2nd, 1914.
Now we have to look into the intervening parties.
- The addressee "KHUNG RAM Kusho" i.e. "Mister KHUNG RAM" was an official of the Thibetan
government as a tax collector in the Gtsang province of Thibet. His correct name is Khyung ram
(Khyung tse Ram pa; personal name rDo rje rGyal po). It seems he was not directly involved in the
affairs of state.
- Concerning the sender "Then chi T Mun" or more correctly, as written in Thibetan: "Thai' Ji Khri
Smon", it is quite different. Simply, "Thai' Ji" is a rather high title, and points to of a state dignitary. So,
after some quite easy research (if you do not remember all of your lectures!), you will readily find that:
Khri smon zhabs pad (nor bu dbang rgyal) (1874-1945?), was promoted to Tai Ji in 1912, and above all,
was appointed to be the assistant to the Plenipotentiary Lönchen Shatra at the Simla Tripartite
Conference of 1914. He was also the uncle of Rtsis-dpon "Wangchuk Deden Shakabpa" (author of a
great history of Thibet1) the last Finance Minister of Thibet, and also head of the worldwide Thibet
Mission 1947/48 (and well known for his renowned Thibetan passport).
The date of the Simla datestamp is also not to be overlooked: on 27th April 1914, the treaty was
initialized by all the three contracting plenipotentiaries. However, the Chinese government refused to
recognize and ratify the signature of it's plenipotentiary. So, perhaps, the assistant to the Thibetan
plenipotentiary wrote something on May 2nd, to an acquaintance of his in Gyantse. (Concerning
perhaps, a positive result, of an agreement between the three parties). Afterwards, the treaty was finally
signed between the duly accredited plenipotentiary representatives of Thibet and Great Britain,
henceforth excluding and depriving China from all benefits it would have gained should it had signed
the treaty !
To conclude, despite that it has at first glance, an ordinary poor looking envelope, this is an historical
envelope and an historic cover, testifying of the participation of Thibet at The Simla Tripartite
Conference between Thibet, Great Britain, and China.
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1

One hundred and Thousand Moons" - By: Tsepon Wangchuk deden Shakabpa (Brill / Leiden-Boston
- 2010 This book has been used for reference: vol 1, pp xxxviii/xxxix, and vol 2, p.767.
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The Bhutan 2001 Surcharge Overprint on the 1984 Dzong Definitives
by Iiro Kakko, Ulrich Mierwald and Leo van der Velden
On the occasion of World Post Day, Bhutan Post issued, on 9 October 2001 a series of stamp
surcharges on four of the six 1984 dzong definitives, as follows:
4 Nu on 10 Ch , Dhomkhar Dzong
10 Nu on 25 Ch, Shemgang Dzong
15 Nu on 50 Ch, Chapcha Dzong
20 Nu on 1 Nu, Tashigang Dzong.
Note that Nu stands for Ngultrum and Ch for Chhetrum; there are 100 Ch in one Nu. The overprint is
on the “dzong” stamp set according to the Bhutan Post website and “monasteries” series as per Michel
and Scott catalogues.

the 2001 surcharge OP on the 1984 Dzong definitive series
The overprint was printed by the well-known local printing and publishing company “Kuensel”,
which also publishes the Kuensel newspaper. The Kuensel printing process was clearly not set up to
deal with the delicate task to overprint thin, perforated paper sheets of 100 stamps (10 x 10) each, as
there are several varieties and errors to distinguish and numerous printing flaws.
The basic and most general type, called here type 1 following Michel Catalogue, has value
cancellation bars with regular, mild waves and exist for all four values (illustration 1). It has a number
of varieties and an abundance of flaws and errors. Especially the10 Nu overprint of this type has been
extensively used for local mail for over ten years till a few years ago.

Type 1. regular, mild wave

Type 2. bend or hooky wave

The waves of the value cancellation bars of type 2 are described as bend or ‘hooky’ (illustration 2)
and exist only for the 4 Nu and 10 Nu overprints. This type has not been used for regular mail, and
only a few flaws are known. A few philatelic cancellations are known.
For type one (regular, mild wave) there are at least three major variations and one special feature.
Postal Himal No. 166
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Variation 2. The bar of the head of
the “1” in a 90° and a 45° angle

Variation 1. Regular and larger space
between the Nu and the 10

Variation 1 exist only for the 10 Nu overprint. Variation 1A has a wider margin between the 10 and
the Nu than the regular OP. The German collector Ulrich Mierwald had alerted Michel Catalogue
regarding this variation which he had identified for the 10 Nu overprint with a distance between the Nu
and the 10 of the value overprint of 2 mm instead of the general 0.5 mm. However, if you measure the
distance from the foot of the U of NU to the base of the 1 of the 10, as we have done now, the distance
is 1.5 mm for the regular common distance and 3 mm for the scarcer, wider distance.
Variation 2 (see the right illustration above), observed recently for the Nu 10 and Nu 15 overprints,
concerns the head of the “1”. The 1 can be found with the small top bar of the head with a sharp 90°
angle (normal type, first issued) and also with an angle of about 45° (probably later printings). The
common 1,5 mm distance variation has both the 45° angle and the 90° angle variation, but the wider 3
mm variation has been found only with the 45° angle.
Variation 3 concerns fluctuations in the distance for the value overprint and the wave-like value
cancellation lines. Mierwald had identified this variation for Michel catalogue, but first only for the Nu
4 surcharge with a distance length of only 11.5 mm instead of the more general 13 mm. We found also
variations in this distance for the Nu 10 surcharge value (distances between 13 and 14 mm) and the Nu
15 surcharge (14 to 15 mm), while the one for the Nu 20 value is constant, around 4 mm.
Variation 4 concerns the size and appearance of the ‘Nu 20’ overprint. Comparing full sheets, there
are two clear distinct sizes of the overprint, a common one of 3.5 mm x 10.5 mm, and a smaller one of
3 mm x 10 mm, only observed till now in mint only.
The special feature concerns the presence or absence of vertical alignment bars at the corner stamps
of each sheet. A number of plates used for type 1 overprints has small vertical lines printed in all four
or at least two corners, which occur either within the corner stamps, outside the stamps on the border
margin or right on the perforation of the border stamps.

no vertical Bar
stamp
Postal Himal No. 166

vertical bar on
perforation lower
left corner

vertical bar on
stamp right
midpoint
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vertical bar on stamp
upper right corner
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The lengths of the vertical bars differ partly for each value, and for each value depending on the
corner position. The length of the upper left bar of the Nu 4 surcharge value is 10 – 11 mm, the upper
right bar is only 6 to 7 mm and the lower left 11 mm. For the 4 Nu value no bar is known for the lower
right corner.

vertical bar on stamp
lower right corner

vertical bar on stamp
upper right corner

For the Nu 10 surcharge value, alignment bars are known with a length of around 9 mm for the right
upper and lower corners, 10 mm for the upper left corner, and 12 mm for the lower left side corner. The
upper bars of the Nu 15 surcharge are 8 mm long, while those for the lower corners are clearly longer,
measuring 11 mm. Also for the Nu 20 surcharge alignment bars have been identified for all four
corners, with the upper and lower left measuring around 9 mm, while the upper right is 7 mm and the
lower right 10 mm.

double OP

shifted OP

fading and shaking OP

disappearing value

Errors such as double overprints, thick and thin overprints on one sheet, fading overprints (resulting
for instance also in waves shorter than regular length), sheets half overprinted only or half double
overprinted (as in at least one printing run the sheets were fed folded into the printer apparently) are
numerous, and could be found at the Thimphu and Phuentsholing GPOs for sale at the regular face
value. Comparing overprinted sheets, it can be concluded that there are very little common errors on
each sheet, and the errors observed are not in the same spot for each individual sheet. On each sheet
one can observe something different.
It also should be noted that color and paper differences in the original 1984 series can be found back
in the overprints as well.
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News from Kathmandu
courtesy of Surendra Lal Shastra

18th Earthquake
Safety Day

60th Anniversary of
China/Nepal
Friendship

Under 19 ICC Cricket
World Cup
Commemorative Cover
issued by the Nepal
Philatelic Society
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